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TZP Group Exits Total Military Management

New York, NY – April 20, 2015 – TZP Group (“TZP”) today announced the realization of its investment in
Total Military Management (“TMM”), a non asset‐based provider and manager of military personnel
relocations. Based in Jacksonville, Florida, TMM targets the fragmented $2.5 billion U.S. military moving
and storage industry, which is comprised of approximately 300,000 annual relocations of the 1.3 million
active duty U.S. military members and their families. TMM utilizes its sophisticated technology systems,
operating infrastructure, and global network of service providers to manage the resource‐intensive and
administratively complex logistical tasks associated with domestic and international military relocations.
Since its founding in 2003 by Matt Connell, TMM has become a leading outsourced provider in the military
household relocation industry with a strong dedication to high levels of customer service.
“TMM’s business successfully evolved during its partnership with TZP and the transaction reflects the very
essence of our firm’s strategy of being the Partner of Choice for management teams,” said Harris
Newman, Managing Director for TZP. “We look forward to continuing our relationship with Matt and the
TMM team and watching them continue to succeed at building this special company.”
Calling TZP a tremendous partner for TMM over the past three years, Matt Connell, President of Total
Military Management, said. “We have enjoyed an incredible relationship with TZP that shows in the
success of Total Military Management.”
Kent Stermon, COO and CFO of Total Military Management, added, “TZP has proven to be a trusted and
valuable partner. With their support, our management team realized significant improvements in the
business in a relatively short period of time. We are very appreciative of their contribution to our
business.”
Harris Newman, Kyle Squillario and Ian Handsman worked on the transaction for TZP. Total Military
Management was advised by Piper Jaffray and Kirkland & Ellis provided legal counsel.
About TZP Group:
TZP Group, a private equity firm with assets under management of more than $600 million across its
family of funds, is focused on investments in North American‐based business and consumer services
companies. Founded in 2007, TZP targets companies with solid historical profitability and sustainable
value propositions and aims to be a "Partner of Choice" for business owners and management teams. TZP
seeks to invest primarily in closely‐held, private companies where the owners desire to retain a significant
stake and partner with an investor with complementary operating and financial skills to accelerate
company growth, increase profitability, and maximize the value of their retained stake. TZP leverages its
investment professionals' operating and transaction experience to provide strategic and operational

guidance, and is dedicated to long‐term value creation. For more information, please visit
www.tzpgroup.com.
About Total Military Management:
Total Military Management manages and coordinates U.S. military and government household relocations
nationally and internationally. Based in Jacksonville, Florida, TMM is a technology‐enabled, asset‐light
provider of logistical, administrative, sales and marketing services to a network of transportation service
providers. For more information about TMM, visit its website at at www.totalmm.com.

